Relations between multi-informant assessments of ADHD symptoms, DAT1, and DRD4.
Researchers conducting candidate gene studies of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) typically obtain symptom ratings from multiple informants (i.e., mothers, fathers, and teachers) and use a psychologist's best estimate or a simple algorithm, such as taking the highest symptom ratings across informants, to construct diagnostic phenotypes for estimating association. Nonetheless, these methods have never been empirically validated in the context of a molecular genetic study. In the current study, the authors systematically evaluated several methods of operationalizing phenotypes and the resulting evidence for association between ADHD and the candidate genes: dopamine transporter gene (DAT1) and dopamine D4 receptor gene (DRD4). Use of symptom scores as continuous scales in regression analysis suggested that the combination of mother and teacher ratings yielded the strongest evidence for association between hyperactive-impulsive ADHD symptoms and DAT1 and between inattentive ADHD symptoms and DRD4. Teacher ratings alone were sufficient for evaluating the association between inattentive symptoms and DAT1. Further, this regression-based method consistently yielded stronger evidence for association among ADHD symptoms, DAT1, and DRD4 than did three simple algorithms (i.e., the and, or, and averaging rules). The implications of these results for future molecular genetic studies of ADHD are discussed.